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1. Ultra-high energy cosmic rays: Observations

2. Ultra-high energy cosmic rays: theoretical 

challenges, multi-messenger aspects

3. High Energy Neutrinos and Multimessenger Aspects

4. Axions and axion-like particles as dark matter

5. Astrophysical and experimental signatures



The All Particle Cosmic Ray Spectrum
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Auger exposure = 120,000 km2 sr yr as of end 2020

Pierre Auger Spectra
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taken from R. Engel, Pierre Auger highlights, ICRC 2021

“instep”



electrons

γ-rays

muons

Ground array measures lateral distribution 
Primary energy proportional to density 600m from 

shower core

Fly’s Eye technique measures 
fluorescence emission 

The shower maximum is given by 

    Xmax ~ X0 + X1 log Ep 

where X0 depends on primary type 
for given energy Ep

Atmospheric Showers and their Detection
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Some Air Shower Physics

In this simple picture for a 
primary energy Ep the depth of 
shower maximum is the depth of 
first interaction X0 

plus the radiation length Xr times 
the number of generations n, 

Xmax ~ X0 + Xr log (Ep/Ec) 

where Ec is some critical energy



Cosmic ray versus neutrino induced air showers
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taken from R. Engel, Pierre Auger highlights, ICRC 2021



pair production energy loss

pion production energy loss

pion production 
rate

The Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect
Nucleons can produce pions on the cosmic microwave background

nucleon

Δ-resonance

multi-pion production

sources must be in cosmological backyard 
Only Lorentz symmetry breaking at Г>1011 

could avoid this conclusion.

γ
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Eth =
2mNm⇡ +m2

⇡

4"
' 4⇥ 1019 eV
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Length scales for relevant processes of a typical heavy

nucleus



1st Order Fermi Shock Acceleration
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Fractional energy gain per shock crossing ～ u1 - u2 on a time scale rL/u2 . 
Together with downstream losses this leads to a spectrum E-q with q > 2 typically. 
Confinement, gyroradius < shock size, and energy loss times define maximal energy

synchrotron iron, proton



Shell-type supernova remnant RCW 86 seen by HESS
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Given the observed spectrum 
E-2.3, this can be interpreted 
as photons from π0 decay 
produced in pp interactions 
where the TeV protons have 
the same spectrum and could 
have been produced in a SN 
event.

Note that this is consistent with the source spectrum both expected from 
shock acceleration theory and from the cosmic ray spectrum observed in the 
solar neighborhood, E-2.7, corrected for diffusion in the galactic magnetic 
field, j(E) ~ Q(E)/D(E).
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Some general Requirements for Sources

Accelerating particles of charge eZ to energy Emax requires induction 
ε > Emax/eZ. With Z0 ~ 100Ω the vacuum impedance, this requires 
dissipation of minimum power of

where Γ is a possible beaming factor. 
If most of this goes into electromagnetic channel, only AGNs and maybe 
gamma-ray bursts could be consistent with this.

This „Poynting“ luminosity can also be obtained from Lmin ~ (BR)2 where BR is 
given by the „Hillas criterium“:
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Lmin ⇠ ✏2
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A possible acceleration site associated with shocks in hot spots of active galaxies
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Or Cygnus A

20
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Depth of shower maximum Xmax and its distribution contain information on 
primary mass composition

Mass Composition



but not confirmed on the northern hemisphere by HiRes and Telescope Array 
which appear consistent with protons

Pierre Auger data suggest a heavier composition toward highest energies:

22

potential tension with air shower simulations and some hadronic interaction models 
because a mixed composition would predict larger RMS(Xmax)

taken from R. Engel, Pierre Auger highlights, ICRC 2021
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Muon number measured are systematically higher than predicted

The muon number scales as

Nµ / Ehad / (1� f⇡0)N ,

with the fraction going into the electromagnetic channel f⇡0 ' 1
3 and the number

of generations N strongly constrained by Xmax. Larger Nµ thus requires smaller
f⇡0 !

Pierre Auger Collaboration highlights, R. Engel, ICRC 2021

The production of ρ0 could also play a role. 
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D. Soldin, arXiv:2108.08431, ICRC 2021

 

where  is the measured muon number,  is the muon number predicted to be 

detected for species i and  is composition deduced from measured . A 
consistent hadronic model would give  within the superposition approximation.

Δz ≡
ln ⟨Nμ⟩ − ln ⟨Ndet

μ,p⟩
ln ⟨Ndet

μ,Fe⟩ − ln ⟨Ndet
μ,p⟩

−
⟨ln A⟩

56

Nμ Ndet
μ,i

⟨ln A⟩ Xmax
Δz = 0
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p-air cross section derived from 
exponential tail of depth of 
shower maxima: probability for 
not having interacted up to Xmax 
~ exp(-𝝈Xmax/mN) 

pp cross section derived from 
Glauber model
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G. Sigl, book “Astroparticle Physics: 
Theory and Phenomenology”, Atlantis 
Press/Springer 2016 

see also K.-H.Kampert and M.Unger, 
Astropart.Phys. 35 (2012) 660

Indications of “Peters cycles” 
for galactic and extragalactic 
sources whose maximal 
energies are proportional to 
the charge Z and extend up to 
~ 1017 and 1020 eV, respectively

Global Picture on Mass Composition
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taken from R. Engel, Pierre Auger highlights, ICRC 2021
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fits to spectrum and composition for a homogeneous source distribution neglecting 
deflection (which generally is a good approximation for the solid angle integrated 
flux) tend to favor very hard injection spectra with low cut-off rigidities

Spectrum and Composition

AugerPrime extension aims at event-by-event measurement of composition; other 
future experiments include space-based missions JEM-EUSO, POEMMA, ..

Pierre Auger collaboration, JCAP 1704 (2017) 028 [arXiv:1612.07155]
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Newest Results on Anisotropy

O. Deligny, Astropart. Phys. 104 (2019) 13 
[arXiv:1808.03940]

Amplitude and phase of 
dipole as function of energy



Do Cosmic Ray Anisotropies at 1-100 TeV reveal the 
Sources ?

Observed by Milagro, ARGO-YBJ, IceCube 

Observed level ~ 10-3 is surprisingly high 
and difficult to explain: 

wrong structure for Compton-Getting effect 

too large for sources like Vela and beyond (> 100 
pc) because gyro-radius < 0.1 pc 

propagation mode, magnetic field structure ?

P. Desiati et al, ICECUBE collaboration, arXiv:1308.0246
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B. Bartoli et al, ARGO-YBJ collaboration, arXiv:1309.6182

@20 TeV after dipole subtraction
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Anisotropy Patterns are strongly Energy dependent

@20 TeV @400 TeV

@400 TeV @2 PeV

The anisotropies may reflect the structure of the magnetic field within one scattering 
length (on magnetic inhomogeneities) around the observer. This structure is “missed” 
in the diffusion approximation which averages over magnetic field ensembles.

G.Giacinti and G.Sigl, PRL 109 (2012) 071101, M.Ahlers, arXiv:1310.5712
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Pierre Auger Collaboration, JCAP 1706 (2017) 026 [arXiv:1611.06812]

A Significant Anisotropy around 8x1018 eV is now seen
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Pierre Auger Collaboration, Science 357 (22 September 2017) 1266 [arXiv:1709:07321]
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Anisotropy searches at highest energies – catalogs

21

UHECR sky > 32 EeV from the Pierre Auger Observatory

M83

Cen A

NGC 4945

Anisotropy search in the toe region with Auger phase 1 data spanning 2004-2020 (17 years!)
~4σ from search in Centaurus region, confirmed by catalog-based searches.

Largest signal from starburst galaxies but no compelling evidence for catalog preference

For all these searches: most significant signal at Eth = 38-41 EeV on top-hat scale 𝚿 = 23-27° with signal fraction α = 5-15%

Evolution of signal: compatible with linear growth within expected variance, 5σ reach expected in 2025-30 

Most important evidence for UHECR anisotropy around the toe from a single observatory → UHECR source ID is near?

Jonathan Biteau – ICRC 2021 / CR Anisotropies – 2021.07.15

A
pJL 2018

IC
R

C
 2019

IC
R

C
 2019

A
pJL 2018

Catalog-based searches

8

Best-fit parameters and threshold energy
Fit of attenuated flux pattern + isotropy to data with variable signal fraction and smoothing scale above Eth = {32, 33, …, 80} EeV 
For all four catalogs: most significant signal at Eth = 38-41 EeV on top-hat scale 𝚿 = 23-27° with signal fraction α = 6-15%
Post-trial deviation from isotropy: from 3.1σ (jetted AGN) up to 4.0σ (starbursts). 

Evolution of signal with exposure
Starbursts significance: 4.0σ in ApJL 2018, 4.5σ at ICRC2019 (similar α, 𝚿 above 38-41 EeV). 
Compatible with linear growth within expected variance 

Stronger a priori: the Centaurus region

Motivation 
Early-day flagging of Centaurus region (7% current exposure)  

Crowded area in the Council of Giants (3-6 Mpc)

Method & Result
Direction fixed to that of Cen A, free Eth and 𝚿 

Eth > 41 EeV, 𝚿 = 27°: 3.9σ post-trial deviation from isotropy (5% excess)

20°

M83

Cen A

NGC 4945

Auger, Science 2007

6

UHECR sky > 32 EeV viewed from the Pierre Auger Observatory Jonathan Biteau

Catalog ⇢th [EeV]  [deg] U [%] TS Post-trial ?-value
All galaxies (IR) 40 24+16

�8 15+10
�6 18.2 6.7 ⇥ 10�4

Starbursts (radio) 38 25+11
�7 9+6

�4 24.8 3.1 ⇥ 10�5

All AGNs (X-rays) 41 27+14
�9 8+5

�4 19.3 4.0 ⇥ 10�4

Jetted AGNs (W-rays) 40 23+9
�8 6+4

�3 17.3 1.0 ⇥ 10�3

Table 2: The results of the searches for anisotropies against catalogs. The second to fourth columns provide
the threshold energy, the equivalent top-hat radius and the signal fraction maximizing the local TS, or
post-trial ?-value, shown in the fifth and sixth columns.

on the analysis results. The catalogs are fully complementary: 2MASS infrared observations of
“all” galaxies provide, through stellar mass, a deep view on integrated star-formation activity; radio
observations of bright starburst galaxies provide a more instantaneous view on ongoing starforming
activity; X-ray observations provide a census of “all” active galaxies, be they jetted or non-jetted;
W-ray observations finally focus on a sub-sample of jetted active galaxies.

To determine whether the flux patterns from these catalogs contribute to the anisotropy in the
toe region, we perform an unbinned maximum-likelihood ratio test [8] between the null hypothesis,
isotropy, and the test hypothesis, that is a catalog contribution added to an isotropic component,
where both hypotheses account for the exposure of the Observatory. The flux of each source is
weighted according to the UHECR attenuation expected from the best-fit model of the spectral and
composition data from [13]. The overall UHECR flux contribution of the catalog is normalized to
a free amplitude U (that of the isotropic component is 1-U) and the catalog flux pattern is smoothed
with a Fisher - von Mises function on a Gaussian angular scale, \. The local test statistic, TS,
corresponding to the maximum likelihood ratio is shown as a function of energy threshold in Fig. 2,
right. The TS profiles of the catalogs display an energy dependence similar to that observed in
the Centaurus region, obtained by profiling the pre-trial ?-value in Fig. 2, left, and penalizing for
the scan over the angular scale. As reported in Table 2, the signal is maximal for all four catalogs
above an energy threshold close to 40 EeV. For the sake of comparison with other results, the best-fit
Gaussian angular scales are converted to equivalent top-hat radii as  = 1.59⇥ \ [17], with best-fit
values at  ⇡ 25�. The signal fractions range from 6 to 15%. The local TS range between 17 and
25, yielding post-trial ?-values between 10�3 (3.1f) and 3 ⇥ 10�5 (4.0f), accounting for the scan
in energy threshold and the two free parameters (U, \).

Although similar parameters are inferred for the four catalogs, the TS and corresponding
post-trial ?-values show marked di�erences. A quantitative comparison between the catalogs is
performed, as in [8], by testing a composite model including contributions from catalog #1 and
catalog #2 against a model including a contribution from catalog #1 only. A W-ray only, X-ray
only, or IR only contribution is disfavored with respect to a composite model including a radio
contribution from starburst galaxies above 38 � 41 EeV at confidence levels varying between 2
and 3f. While there is no significant indication for a preferred catalog, such di�erences can be
qualitatively understood from a comparison of the observed flux map shown in Fig. 1 with the best-
fit flux models shown in Fig. 3. The X-ray and W-ray models of all and jetted AGNs are dominated
by a contribution from Centaurus A, with additional mild contributions close to the edge of the
FoV from NGC 4151 (so-called “Eye of Sauron”) for the former and from the blazar Markarian 421
and the radio-galaxy NGC 1275 for the latter. The possible mild excess south of the edge of the

6

A closer look at the catalog-based models

Which UHECR overdensities do the models grasp?
Centaurus region in all models (M83 + Cen A + NGC 4945 at ~4 Mpc)

Galactic-South-pole tepid spot in starburst model (NGC 253 at ~4 Mpc)

No hotspot at (l,b) ~ (280°,75°) from IR model (Virgo cluster at ~16 Mpc)

Observed > 41 EeV

Best-fit models > 38-41 EeV 

9

Disclaimer: qualitative comparison
Starbursts + IR/X-ray/ɣ-ray vs IR/X-ray/ɣ-ray

yield only mild (2-3σ) preference for starbursts

Model flux map

All data until end of 2020, optimized quality cuts: 120,000 km2 sr yr

4.0s

3.1s

Growth of test statistic (TS) compatible with linear increase 
Discovery threshold of 5σ expected in 2025 – 2030 (Phase II) 
Other means to increase sensitivity (Auger 85% sky coverage)

(Jonathan Biteau)

taken from R. Engel, Pierre Auger highlights, ICRC 2021



Lobes of Centaurus A seen by Fermi-LAT

> 200 MeV γ-rays Radio observations

Abdo et al., Science Express 1184656, April 1, 2010
35



Core of Centaurus A seen by Fermi-LAT

Can be explained by synchrotron self 
Compton except for HESS observation

Abdo et al., (Fermi LAT collaboration), arXiv:1006.5463
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Centaurus A as Multimessenger Source: 
A Mixed hadronic+leptonic Model

Low energy bump = synchrotron 
high energy bump = synchrotron self-Compton 

TeV-γ-rays: pγ interactions of shock-accelerated protons

Sahu, Zhang, Fraija, arXiv:1201.4191
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Alves Batista et al., ``Open Questions in Cosmic Ray Research at ultra-high energies’’, Front.Astron.Space Sci. 6 (2019) 23 
[arXiv:1903.06714]

luminosity versus 
number density for 
continuous sources or 
(total energy 
released)/T versus 
(rate per volume)*T 
for intermittent 
sources with 
effective time delay 
T=3x105 y: 

diagonal lines from 
UHECR flux, minimal 
number density from 
lack of significant 
UHECR clustering

Constraints on UHECR sources
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Kotera, Olinto, Ann.Rev.Astron.Astrophys. 49 (2011) 119

3-Dimensional Effects in Propagation
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Extragalactic Magnetic Field Filling 
Factors from recent Simulations

Alves Batista et al, PRD 96 (2017) 023010 [arXiv:1704.05869]
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Extragalactic iron propagation produces nuclear cascades in structured magnetic fields:

Initial energy 1.2 x 1021 eV, magnetic field range 10-15 to 10-6 G. Color-coded is 
the mass number of secondary nuclei



CRPropa is a public code for UHE cosmic rays, neutrinos and γ-rays being extended 
to heavy nuclei and hadronic interactions

Version 1.4: Eric Armengaud, Tristan Beau, Günter Sigl, Francesco Miniati, 
Astropart.Phys.28 (2007) 463. 

https://crpropa.desy.de/Main_Page 
https://github.com/CRPropa/CRPropa3/ 

Version 2.0: Luca Maccione, Rafael Alves Batista, David Walz, Gero Müller, 
Nils Nierstenhoefer, Karl-Heinz Kampert, Peter Schiffer, Arjen van Vliet 

Astroparticle Physics 42 (2013) 41
42

CRPropa 2.0/3.0

Module List

Magnetic !eldTabulated data

SourceModel 

Infrared background
Radio background
...

Check isActive ?

Galactic
lensing

Spectrum
Evolution
Direction 
Composition
...

External libraries
SOPHIA
DINT
...

Uniform
Grid
...

Candidate

De!ection

Observer

Boundary Output

Interaction

position, type, ...
isActive? 

http://apcauger.in2p3.fr/CRPropa/index.php
https://github.com/CRPropa/CRPropa3/


Discrete Sources in nearby 
large scale structure

43
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Building Benchmark Scenarios

combining spectral and composition information with anisotropy can considerably 
strengthen constraints on source characteristics, distributions and magnetization
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The „grand unified“ differential neutrino number spectrum

Very High High Energy Neutrinos

G. Sigl, book 
“Astroparticle Physics: 
Theory and Phenomenology”, 
Atlantis Press/Springer 2016



Summary of neutrino production modes

From Physics Today

46
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taken from M. Kowalski, IcCube, ICRC 2021
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taken from M. Kowalski, IcCube, ICRC 2021
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Aartsen et al [IceCube collaboration], PRL 125 (2020) 
121104 [arXiv:1807.11492]

Components of the Diffuse Spectrum 

astrophysical neutrinos have a harder 
spectrum than atmospheric neutrinos 
which have a spectrum steeper by 
one power of energy than cosmic ray 
spectrum due to energy-dependent 
decay probability of pions, thus  

flavour ratio  
for astrophysical neutrinos, but 

 

for  due to energy-dependent 
decay probability of muons; flavour ratio 
saturates at few percent level above 
~ 100 GeV due to kaon production.

∼ E−3.7

(νe + ν̄e)/(νμ + ν̄μ) ∼ 1

(νe + ν̄e)/(νμ + ν̄μ) ∼ 0.3(10 GeV/Eν)
Eν ≳ GeV
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astrophysical and atmospheric neutrinos also have a different angular distribution: 
astrophysical roughly isotropic whereas atmospheric peaked at horizontal because 
least attenuation and largest pion decay probability

Abbasi et al [IceCube collaboration], arXiv:2011.03545], version taken from talk by Maurizio Bustamante



Discrete Extragalactic High Energy Neutrino Sources

51

Figures adapted from J. Becker-Tjus, Phys.Rep. 458 (2008) 173

active galaxies gamma ray bursts

IceCube neutrinos should be produced mostly within sources, not during propagation
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Neutrino Fluxes from Gamma-Ray Bursts

GRBs are optically thick to charged cosmic rays and nuclei are disintegrated 
=> only neutrons escape and contribute to the UHECR flux by decaying back 
into protons 

Diffuse neutrino flux from GRBs can thus be linked to UHECR flux (if it is 
dominantly produced by GRBs)

�⌫(E⌫) ⇠
1

⌘⌫
�p

✓
E

⌘⌫

◆
,

where ⌘⌫ ' 0.1 is average neutrino energy in units of the parent proton energy.
Above ~ 1017 eV neutrino spectrum is steepened by one power of E ν because pions/
muons interact before decaying 

Correlation studies with GRBs now constrain the GRB contribution to observed 
diffuse neutrino flux to < 1%, see IceCube collaboration ApJ 824 (2016) 115 
[arXiv:1601.06484]; the relation above then also implies subdominant contribution 
of GRBs to ultra-high energy cosmic rays
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A combination of the measured diffuse flux with upper 
limits on individual sources constrains neutrino source type

Aartsen et al [IceCube collaboration], PRL 122 (2019) 051102 
[arXiv:1807.11492]
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Sensitivity of existing and future experiments to ultra-high energy neutrinos

Vitagliano, Tamborra, Raffelt, Rev.Mod.Phys. 92 
(2020) 045006

Pierre Auger Collaboration, JCAP 10 (2019) 022
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Multi-Messengers: The Big Picture

M. Ahlers, arXiv:1811.07633
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a recent “minimal” model that 
explains diffuse spectra of 
primary cosmic rays, secondary 
gamma-rays and neutrinos in 
which primary cosmic rays 
interact hadronically and/or 
photo-hadronically around the 
sources 

M. Kachelriess et al., PRD 96 
(2017) 083006 
[arXiv:1704.06893]
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General Multi-Messenger Aspects

Blazars emitting significant neutrino sources should be loud in GeV γ-rays, but NOT in γ-rays 
above TeV.  

This is because TeV γ-rays pair produce with “blue bump” photons of ~10 eV energy with a 
cross section ~σTh ~ 1 b about a factor 104 larger than the pγ cross section that produces the 
neutrinos => If loud in > TeV γ-rays, optical depth for neutrino production would be very 
small.

Neronov and Semikoz, Phys.Rev.D66 (2002) 123003
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High Energy Neutrinos and Gravitational Waves

curiously, around the time of GW170817 Auger was in “Earth skimming mode” with 
maximal sensitivity, allowing relatively strong constraints

Antares, IceCube, Auger, LIGO, Virgo, ApJ Lett. 850 (2017) L35 [arXiv:1710.05839]
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main message: most optimistic 
models start to be constrained

Antares, IceCube, Auger, LIGO, Virgo, ApJ Lett. 850 (2017) L35 [arXiv:1710.05839]
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Dark Matter Candidates

G. Sigl, book “Astroparticle Physics: Theory and Phenomenology”, 
Atlantis Press/Springer 2016

[PLANCK]
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Axions, the strong CP problem and cosmology
In QCD an additional term of the form 

with ⍺s the strong coupling constant and 𝜽 a CP-odd constant, is not 
forbidden by any symmetry, but would give rise to electric dipole moment 
for the neutron  

which upon comparing with experimental upper limit gives 𝜽 < 10-10. 
A solution would be to promote 𝜽 to a pseudo-scalar field with a Lagrangian 

Non-perturbative QCD instantons lead to mixing with pions and gives zero-
temperature potential of the form

dn = 3.6 × 10−16θ e cm
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expanding in a gives the vacuum axion mass 

at finite temperature the axion mass is given by the topological susceptibility, 

This is essentially given by the fluctuations of the topological quantum number 

which can be calculated approximately within the dilute instant approximation 
or numerically on the lattice. 

Axion-like particles (ALPs) in general have independent mass ma and coupling 
fa and often only coupling to photons is considered.
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Axions, the strong CP problem and cosmology

a/fa corresponds to an angular coordinate 
which for T > fa exhibits a chiral U(1) 
shift symmetry, known as Peccei-Quinn 
symmetry 

spontaneous breaking of global Peccei-
Quinn symmetry at temperature T < fa: 
axion would be pseudo Nambu-Goldstone 
boson 

axion acquires mass at QCD scale due to 
mixing with pions -> tilted Mexican hat, 
solves strong CP-problem because axion 
field is naturally driven to zero 

axion field is frozen for H > ma with 
random values uncorrelated over causal 
distances

[Peking University]

[Uhlmann et al.  `10] [Raffelt]

Φ(x) = [fa + ρ(x)] eia(x)/fa
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[Wantz,Shellard `09]   

Once H < ma axion field starts to oscillate 
in its potential and behaves as pressure-
less non-relativistic cold dark matter 
when averaged over oscillations: 

resulting relic density has contributions 
from inflationary quantum fluctuations, 
possible cosmic string decays and the 
misalignment mechanism. The latter 
contributes 

Details depend on the temperature 
dependence of the axion mass

ρ =
·ϕ2

2
+ Va(a) , p =

·ϕ2

2
− Va(a)
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ALP-photon Coupling
fundamental coupling: 

can give rise to following effects: 
• Primakoff conversions between ALPs and photons in background electromagnetic 
fields -> shining light through a wall, helioscopes, haloscopes 
• modified photon refraction in ALP background -> Mathieu-type equations 
• parametric amplification of photon amplitudes in ALP background -> Mathieu-type 

equations
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Current Constraints and Future Sensitivities
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Energy-momentum conservation: quantities for ALP, photon and magnetic field 
carry subscript a, γ, or none, respectively:

where the plasma frequency is given by:

propagation of converted photons requires ma >> 𝜔pl. This will be the case for the 
objects considered here. 
Also assume ne ~ constant here (non-resonant conversion)

The following is based on GS, Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) 103014 [arXiv:1708.08908]

ALP-photon Conversion in Structured Magnetic Fields
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recently K. Kelley and P. J. Quinn, Astrophys. J. 845, 1 (2017) [arXiv:1708.01399] 
pointed out the possibility to search for ALP dark matter with radio telescopes; 
they used standard magnetic field estimates but assumed most of the power is on 
meter scales which is unlikely.
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ALP-photon conversion rate can be written in terms of the magnetic field (static) 
power spectrum defined as 

Using |kγ-ka| ~ kγ ~ ma and assuming a homogeneous ALP distribution with total mass 
Ma=namaV this gives 

Integration over the line of sight dl this results in a specific intensity per solid angle 
[Jansky per steradian where 1 Jy = 10-26 W/(cm2 Hz) = 10-23 erg/(cm2 s Hz)] 

For example, for a supernova remnant at distance d for which 𝝆m(ma)=f(ma)𝝆m SKA 
would be sensitive to couplings 

Unfortunately f(k) is poorly known and might be <<1 [GS, PRD Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) 
103014 [arXiv:1708.08908]]
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Full conversion (e.g. resonance between ALP mass and plasma 
frequency at distance rs from neutron star center) gives 

This would be detectable out to ~ pc distances, see also D. Marsh 
(Cambridge)

see also M.S.Pshirkov, J.Exp.Theor.Phys. 108 (2009) 384 [arXiv:0711.1264] who 
obtained higher fluxes, see also A. Hook et al., arXiv:1804.03145, F.P. Huang et al., arXiv:1803.08230

Resonant Primakoff Conversion around Compact 
Objects
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 A. Hook et al., Phys.Rev.Lett 121 (2018) 241102 [arXiv:1804.03145] made a more 
detailed calculation of resonant conversion (when plasma frequency matches ALP 
mass) around neutron stars which results in

Advantage: Depends on plasma and magnetic field structure only through adiabaticity 
of conversion (plasma scale height, mixing through magnetic field at resonance) 
Line width from one source is order  (ALP energy spread, energy conservation, all 
coming from one direction), whereas order  from ensemble of sources (Doppler 
effect)

v2
a

va
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A. Hook et al., Phys.Rev.Lett 121 (2018) 241102 [arXiv:1804.03145]

takes into account ALP density enhancement around galactic center (but spike may 
not be realistic)
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M. Leroy et al., arXiv:1912.08815

resonant axion-photon conversion 
from ray tracing simulations: 
line width depends on 
(complicated) source details 

Many more recent works: 
R.A. Battye et al, 
arXiv:2104.08290, 
arXiv:2107.01225 

S.J. Witte et al., 
arXiv:2104.07670 

A.J. Millar et al, 
arXiv:2107.07399
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Recent proposal to consider cumulative fluxes 

e.g. from all neutron stars and magnetic white dwarfs in globular clusters such as 
Omega Centauri, Wang, Bi, Yin, arXiv:2109.00877
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Spontaneous and Stimulated Decays
compare Primakoff conversion rate 

with spontaneous decay rate
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A. Caputo et al., PRD 98, 083024(2018) 
[arXiv:1805.08780], see also I.Tkachev, 
PLB 191 (1987) 41; 
T.W. Kephart and T.J. Weiler, 
PRD 52, 3226 (1995)
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Spontaneous decay can get enhanced by factor  in stimulated decay 

where   is the photon occupation number at the ALP mass (related to 
parametric resonance, see below) 
A. Caputo et al., JCAP 1903 (2019) 027 [arXiv:1811.08436]

1 + 2fγ(ma)
fγ(ma)

projected sensitivities from Galactic center observations
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Modified Electrodynamics

Often one uses the coupling                    In Lorentz gauge for a wave propagating 
in the z-direction with circular polarisation this yields

gaγ = 1/Ma .

Modified Maxwell equations in presence of photon-ALP  coupling

(∂2
t − ∂2

z) A± = ± igaγ [(∂za)(∂tA±) − (∂ta)(∂zA±)]
In the absence of resonances this can be solved with the ansatz

A±(t, z) = F±(t, z)exp [−iωt + ikz + iG±(t, z)]
To first order in ma/ω and gaɣ this is solved by 

for an arbitrary function f(x).

ω = k , F = const , G±(t, z) = ∓
gaγ

2
a(t, z) + f(z − t)

M.A. Fedderke, P.W. Graham, S. Rajendran, Phys.Rev. D100 (2019) 015040 [arXiv:1903.02666]
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ALP-Photon Conversion through Parametric Resonance
Tkachev Sov.Astron.Lett. 12 (1986) 305, Pisma Astron.Zh. 12 (1986) 726, 
see also M.P. Hertzberg and E.D.  Schiappacasse, JCAP 1811 (2018) 004 [arXiv:1805.00430]

[ d2

dx2
+ A − 2q cos(2x)] A± = 0

From the modified Maxwell equations for a homogeneous ALP field a(t)=a0sin mat for 
a photon momentum mode k one obtains a Mathieu-type equation of the form 

for the two circularly polarised photon fields       with x=mat/2 andA±

A =
4k2

m2
a

, q = ± 2k
ϵ0Ma

a0

ma

For q<1 (narrow resonance) there are resonances at                 growing with a rate 
in x of ~ q/2. The resulting band width is 
This corresponds to the crossed spontaneous decay into k=ma/2 photons. 
For q>1 other resonances are at A~2q growing with a rate in x of ~1 (probably 
not relevant here)

A = 1 ± q
k = ma(1 ± q)/2
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Case 1: Diffuse galactic dark matter 

which implies a narrow resonance with 

could give a few e-folds in Galaxy, but extremely narrow line 

Case 2: ALP stars 
estimates based on Visinelli et al.,  Phys  Lett. B 777 64 (2018) [arXiv:1710.08910] 
a0 ~ fa2/Mpl -> narrow resonance parameter 

The radius of an axion star is R~1/(qma) and the kinetic energy of axions in an axion  
star is ~qma .Therefore, impinging radio photon beams  could be enhanced by 
ma q/(maq) thus potentially by several e-folds. But detailed numbers suggest 
no significant constraints. See also A. Arza, Eur.Phys.J. C79 (2019) 250 
[arXiv:1810.03722] Details depend on ALP star structure.

q ≃ Caγ
αem

2π
fa

MPl
∼ 10−9 ( fa

1012 GeV )

q ∼ 2.3 × 10−19 (ga ⋅ 1014 GeV) ( μeV
ma )

ρa ≃
1
2

m2
aa2

0 ⟶ a0 ≃ 2.2 ( μeV
ma ) keV
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Also axion stars probably cover too small a fraction of the sky to give observable 
effects. On the other hand, if a large fraction of the axion star could be converted 
to radio photons [Hertzberg and Schiappacasse, JCAP 1811 (2018) 004 
[arXiv:1805.00430], Tkachev, PLB 191, 41]. Note that spontaneous ALP decay 
probably not crucial to seed this because radio photons are always around. 

Interesting conceptual questions when back reaction becomes important 

For example, parametric enhancement is consistent with momentum conservation, 
no recoil when photon beam is enhanced; 
See axion dark matter echo effect, A. Arza, P.Sikivie, Phys.Rev.Lett. 123 (2019) 
131804 [arXiv:1902.00114] 
parametric enhancement is same process as stimulated ALP decay that leads to 
exponential growth, see Carenza, Mirizzi, GS, PRD 101 (2020) 103016  
[arXiv:1911.07838]
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Carenza, Mirizzi, GS, PRD 101 (2020) 103016 [arXiv:1911.07838] performed a more 
detailed calculation of axion condensate decay into photons: 

Number of produced photons in mode k: 

Number of converted axions depends on number of photon modes: 

where in a clump of size L,  and , see also R.F. Sawyer, 
arXiv:809.01183  and arXiv:1908.04298. To avoid overproduction 
of radio background one requires 

which requires

Nd ≃ (Lma)2/(4π) Nt ≃ μL/π

Nk(t) = Nk(0)e2μt + 2(cosh(2μt) − 1)

ΔNa ∼ NdNt[Nma/2(T ) − Nma/2(0)]

ΔNa

Na
fdm ≲

Ωγ(ma /2)
Ωdm

Δν
ν

μL ≲
1
2

ln [
Ωγ(ma /2)
fdmΩdm

Na

NdNt(Nma/2(0) + 1)
Δν
ν ] ≲ 30 .
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For example, for the axion clumps discussed in Schiappacasse and Hertzberg, 
Astropart. Phys. 01 (2018) 037; 03 (2018) E01 one has 

μ =
1

8
gaγρ1/2

max = 1.7 × 10−9 ( ma

10−5 eV ) ( gaγ

10−11 GeV−1 )
−1

km−1
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Photon Propagation on a structured ALP background field 
(modified wave equations)

preliminary simulations by G. Sigl

example for a localised ALP over density 
profile

evolution of x-component of photon vector 
potential impinging on ALP distribution, 
u=x-t, v=x+t
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Numerical Simulations of modified wave equation in an inhomogeneous ALP background 
in  coordinates: Example for  (resonance)x ± c0t ma = 1.,k = 0.5,gaγ = 1.

preliminary simulations by G. Sigl
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Study of solutions of modified wave equation under study by several groups, 
see e.g. L. Chen and T.Kephart, arXiv:2002.07885 (Photon directional profile from 
stimulated decay of axion clouds with arbitrary momentum distributions) and 
Z. Wang et al., arXiv:2002.09144 (Resonant instability of axionic dark matter clumps)
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on small length scales the Mathieu equation leads to the dispersion relation 

which leads to birefringence with a phase shift 

Note that this does not depend on photon wavenumber and thus any waveband 
can be applied. Adding in quadrature phase shifts from domains lc > 1/ma in which 
the axion field is coherent (i.e. phase 𝛿 ~ constant) yields 

where Δ𝜙 is an upper limit on the observed phase shift. 
Same effect also used in experimental approaches, e.g. birefringent cavities, 
arXiv:1809.01656 

ω = k ∓
magaγ

2ϵ0
a0 cos(mat + δ) ,

Δϕ1 ≃
gaγ

ϵ0
a0 ≃ 10−20 (gaγ1014 GeV) ( μeV

ma ) .

gaγ ≲ 3 × 10−13 Δϕ v−1/2
a ( ma

10−22 eV )
1/2

( 10 kpc
d )

1/2

GeV−1 ,

Birefringence in an ALP Background
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Effect of inhomogeneous ALP backgrounds: stochastic 
versus coherent polarisation rotation

A±(t, z) = F± exp [−iω(t − z) + igaγa(t, z)/2 + f(t − z)]
The above solution to first order in ma/ω and gaɣ 

would imply for the rotation angle 

Thus, rotation angle would not depend on path, but only on values of ALP field at the 
endpoints.

Δθ =
gaγ

2 ∫𝒞
dsnμ∂μa =

gaγ

2 [a(tf , zf ) − a(ti, zi)]

M.A. Fedderke, P.W. Graham, S. Rajendran, Phys.Rev. D100 (2019) 015040 [arXiv:1903.02666]
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P.A.R. Ade et al, 
BICEP/Keck collaboration 
arXiv:2108.03316
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Other studies used polarisation data from other objects
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pulsar timing: 
Caputo et al., Phys.Rev. D 100 (2019) 063515 
[arXiv:1902.02695]

linearly polarised pulsar light: 
T. Liu, G. Smoot, Y. Zhao, arXiv:1901.10981 
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CMB polarization: M.A. Fedderke, P.W. Graham, S. Rajendran, Phys.Rev. D100 
(2019)015040 [arXiv:1903.02666] 

polarisation of AGN jets: M.M. Ivanov et al., JCAP 02 (2019) 059 [arXiv:1811.10997] 
polarisation of protoplanetary disk emission: T. Fujita, R. Tazaki, K. Toma, 
Phys.Rev.Lett. 122 (2019) 191101 [arXiv:1811.03525]
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Another curiosity of birefringence: Chiral light bending

D. Blas et al., Phys.Dark Univ. 27 (2020) 100428 [arXiv:1910.11907] claim that there 
is no light bending, separation of different circular polarisations, to any order of 

, as long as the photon frequency . 
In contrast, J.I. McDonald and L.B. Ventura arXiv:1911.10221 claim this is only true 
to linear order in , and in the presence of background plasma, there is refraction 

even in linear order in . 
Applications ?

gaγ ω ≫ ma

gaγ

gaγ
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1.) The sources of ultra-high energy cosmic rays are still not identified due to rather small 
anisotropies; composition seems to become heavier at the highest energies which appears economic 
in terms of shock acceleration power

2.) The observed Xmax distribution of air showers provides potential constraints on hadronic 
interaction models: Some models are in tension even when “optimizing” unknown mass 
composition; however, systematic uncertainties are still significant.

4.) Multi-messenger modeling sources including gamma-rays and neutrinos start to constrain the 
source and acceleration mechanisms

3.) IceCube neutrinos already constrain their sources which should be sufficiently numerous: 
Gamma-ray bursts are unlikely as main sources



Conclusions 2
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5.) Birefringence induced in photons propagating in an oscillating axion background should be 
wavelength independent (thus also relevant e.g. for X-rays) and could lead to further constraints.

3.) Spontaneous decay (interesting above ~10-5 eV) and parametric amplification in ALP stars 
are independent of magnetic fields, but the latter depends a lot on ALP star structure and 
their formation (not well understood yet but many opportunities for collaboration !)

1.) Linelike radio emissions from dark matter-ALP conversion into photons in magnetic fields may 
be detectable with current and future radio telescopes such as LOFAR and SKA

2.) However, the most crucial (and least known) parameter is the magnetic field power on the 
ALP mass scale which is in the meter regime for µeV ALP masses. MHD modes in the presence 
of coherent magnetic fields would play an important role but their intensity is currently unclear.

4.) Resonant conversion around compact stellar objects may give interesting signals less 
dependent on magnetic field structure


